Press Release

MBDA Deutschland and Lockheed Martin
Submit Proposal to Develop TLVS for Germany
Schrobenhausen and Dallas, June 24, 2019 – The TLVS bidders consortium, an MBDA
Deutschland and Lockheed Martin joint venture, has submitted its proposal to the German
Federal Office of Bundeswehr Equipment, Information Technology and In-Service Support
(BAAINBw) to develop, test and deliver TLVS, Germany’s future Integrated Air and Missile
Defense (IAMD) system.
The tender proposes an efficient four-phased approach that includes development, integration,
testing and delivery of a fielded multi-mission system. The fielded unit will deliver new
capabilities and significant performance enhancements well beyond the MEADS program and
all known systems.
“A brief glance at the headlines show significant advances in adversarial threats in just the last
five years, and we are operating in an environment today where those threats will likely only
continue to proliferate,” said Dietmar Thelen, managing director of the TLVS joint venture.
“Germany needs a future-proof solution that can grow with the emerging threat.”
Designed to replace Germany’s aging, sectored Patriot systems designed in the late 1960s, the
2019 TLVS proposal provides protection from a broader threat spectrum with two missionspecific effectors, significantly enhanced radar capabilities for long range engagements and a
new communications system to support enhanced interoperability, data fusion and cyber
resilience. TLVS will be the first-ever integrated air and missile defense system able to
simultaneously detect, track and intercept multiple threat sets, including medium and short
range threats with full 360-degree coverage.
“We’ve completely reimagined TLVS based on customer requirements. Our approach reduces
risk, supports lower life cycle costs and enables more effective coalition operations,” said
Gregory Kee, managing director of the TLVS joint venture. “TLVS will allow Germany to provide
regional protection as the Framework Nation for Air and Missile Defense for NATO, with a high
degree of system sovereignty.”
The TLVS proposal represents the beginning of a new chapter in the longstanding partnership
between MBDA Deutschland and Lockheed Martin.
With its integrated plug and fight interface, TLVS is the most advanced, networked 360° IAMD
system in the world. It is the only system with the ability to adapt to evolving threats using
capabilities that are tailored to the mission. TLVS will transform Germany’s defense capabilities
and set an important precedent in how neighboring nations address persistent global threats for
years to come.
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MBDA is the only European group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile
systems that correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three
armed forces (land, sea and air).
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2018 MBDA
achieved revenue of 3.2 billion euros with an order book of 17.4 billion euros. With more than 90
armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile systems.
In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures products already
in operational service and more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5 %), BAE Systems (37.5 %), and Leonardo (25 %).

About Lockheed Martin
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a global security and aerospace
company that employs approximately 105,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in
the research, design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products and services.
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